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Code on internet
≠

Open source
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Community development
Image by The Turing Way community and Scriberia  used under a CC-BY licence.
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Collaborative software communities 
● Community software

○ There is no central institute driving development
○ Open to and can handle community contributions

● A home platform, accessible to anyone
○ GitHub, and services built around it

● Further reading on open-source communities 
○ Nadia Eghbal/Asparouhova: Working in public
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Open source infrastructure

● Detailed developer guides
○ Include developer tutorial, e.g.

- how to report bugs (MWE) 
- a fully worked out PR example

● Large number of checks on PRs
○ Extensive CI testing

■ including testing with development versions of upstream 
dependencies, e.g.  Python, Numpy, Matplotlib

○ Documentation build, and rendered version shared
○ Bots checking for codestyle, milestone, changelog etc
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Standalone Python library to support 
standard IVOA virtual observatory service 
protocols.

Docs: 
https://pyvo.readthedocs.io/en/stable/ 

Code:
https://github.com/astropy/pyvo/ 

 

PyVO overview

https://pyvo.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
https://github.com/astropy/pyvo/
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- Community restart at IVOA Interop 2019 Paris

- Maintainer group to expand over multiple institutions

- Tap into the infrastructure ecosystem of scientific python and astropy 

- More flexibility on standards
- prototype feature available since 2022 Autumn

 See Omar Laurinoʼs 2022 Apr Interop talk

PyVO recent history 

https://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/InterOpApr2022Apps
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v1.5 (to be released soon)

- Registry search now finds SIA v2 services
- .to_qtable() method to return astropy QTable
- Make regtap service aware

- Cleanups and deprecations

- Various bugfixes since last interop, in v1.4.1

PyVO present 
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v1.6 (~by next interop?) 
- Empowered by prototype feature:

- cloud access utilities (see Tess Jaffeʼs Science platform talk)
         v…

- Possibilities that needs champions
- Consolidating VO relevant pieces into PyVO

(astropy.samp, and astroquery.vo_conesearch)

- joining forces of astroquery.utils.tap (==TapPlus) 
and PyVO, possibly through prototype

- Your feature

PyVO (near) future 
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PyVO as backend

Direct usage is possible, but most astronomers will use it as a backend.

E.g. several astroquery modules:
- alma
- cadc
- ipac.nexsci
- More in the works: ipac.irsa, …
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Bonus-slides
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History of astroquery
● Started with the usersʼ perspective:

○ Reproducible and easy to use access to data from Python

○ While reproduce what is achievable via the webforms

● Vision

○ Converge to a common, uniform interface for users

● Modules are independent and developed separately
○ Started with web scraping and reverse engineering archives

○ Now: more reliance on APIs and VO for the backend

● Many archives, including ESA (ESAC), NASA (MAST and IRSA), CADC, etc officially 
support it
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NAVO workshop tutorials
https://nasa-navo.github.io/navo-workshop/

Tutorial notebooks for PyVO to access NASA and other data in Python.

Builds on the Jupyter Executable Book ecosystem
- utilizes the infrastructure used by the big libraries (numpy, networkX, etc)
- automatize tests for notebooks (including testing with dev versions!)
- automatize html rendering and deployment

https://nasa-navo.github.io/navo-workshop/

